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ABSTRACT

Present research pay attention to studding examining and possible evaluation of tourism development in Nir Township. This area includes various environmental sources and powers such as sufficient water, fertility soil, suitable climate, vegetable covering, related factures and natural one and human being in attractive tourism that is in the form of using and programming in a better way, we can end to some of social and economical problems of region and governing it in a suitable improvement route. In this research, we study this question, whether Nir Township includes needing potentials for improving tourism places or not? Acceptability and restrictions to developing tourism places in Nir Township examined and present solutions to medical tourism development. The result of present research indicate that in order to available acceptance in Nir township and investment on this potent ions and creating suitable sitting facilities with mineral waters equipment in way of exploiting and restoring historical attraction and identifying this acceptances to their interest providing better way in the future.
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Introduction

At the present era, tourism considered as an important factors in expanding international relationship. Also in case of economical aspect considered in first levels but expanding this industry needs to special possibilities and requirements in each point of the world and depend on so many factures like, weather, cultural and historical works, natural attraction, customs and beliefs, substructures equipment and possibilities.

Today’s, the impact of natural factors on tourism industry development displayed in some of tourism acceptance countries, an well and its impact limitation has been known to the industry and the countries with perceiving this importance, start to providing suitable equipment and possibilities in way of tourism attraction .Iran with having variable nature sources considered an a first out of five important country.

But in reason of low–science and weak–programming wouldn’t find out it’s real place in respect of income .we must say that studying and identifying latent potentials and attractions considered as a natural requirements by using them an different national and provincial programming .

Research is a kind of descriptive search and it is used by field, observation, interview and direct observing methods.

Nir township is placed on Ardabil province’ cities and with setting in cold areas northwest Iran plate am. Having different features such as variable nature sources, hot–mineral waters and their medical influences can be considered as a tourism–acceptance one. The aim of possible–evaluation, access to program regulations, using land in order to determine main needs, determining applications and evaluation environment capabilities consist of natural and human sources and suitable exploiting of environment capabilities studying this search followed in the importance of this factures:

a. Weather condition considered as a tourism acceptance factor in area
b. Monumental works
c. Natural environmental factors
d. Hot mineral waters

Natural Structure of Nir Township:

Nir in the limit of search stating includes vast area of 1495.4 km² that is include 8.33 percent of total Ardabil province and placed on 47 degree and 59 minute east long and 38 degree and 2 minute north wide and placed in the height of 1650m of sea–level. This township neighbored Sarab from west side, Mianeh from south side, Ardabil from east side and from north side neighbored with the heights of Sabalan mountain. And it is placed on 32th km of southwest Ardabil city. Tabriz–Ardabil road that is the main communication road of Ardabil and Tabriz provinces posed through Nir Township and Saein gorge placed on immediate, west Nir. It is one of the snowfall gorges. At the present by creating parallel
road from south side of Ardabil–Sarab before and after road, Saein gorge removed from the route and cause facilities in traffic.

Recognizing Tourism Spaces Ship:

Reviewing attraction and potentials of tourism – area indicate that studying limit in way of natural source and tourism history includes in country tourism area and many of this works considered in high levels. Here pointed out some of elements and attraction of area tourism.

Natural Attractions:

Tourism attractions also includes historical and natural attractions various height, abundant mineral water vast plain and plateaus and suitable weather conditions displays acceptability and natural talents of region for attracting eaters and investors.

Existing hot waters like Ghaynarjeh, burgle, and beautiful area of Bolaghlar next to Nir city. Mild weather and green nature and appropriate summer and spring is a considerable factors of potentiality to tourism affairs and along this one, creation of Sabalan tourism village started in place of Ghaynarjeh and Borjloo hot waters in measure of 110 ha.

Flowing rivers of Baleghloo, Aghlagan on Kamalabad that is comes from Sabalan Mountains and single springs that is given beauty to this area, came growing of the best trout fishes naturally in the rivers of the world.

Great Yamchi dam in spite of providing water considered as an appropriate area for growing fishes.

Sabalan Mountain considered next to Damavand Mountain in way or volcanic mountains.

Cod’s bestowing and giving of this mountain and surrounding of it, 1, 2 and 3 pyramidal lake and summits and single springs of Aghlagan, Gorgor, Lay, Kandowan along beauty plants animals and includes hunt able birds like ram, ewe, wild to goat and partridges.

Borjloo hot–water:

This hot–water takes its name by the immediate village, its temperature exceeds of 45 centigrade and its aquifer is in 2 l/s rate.

Borjloo hot–water for curing and removing joint pains and skin disasters considered among peoples for the past several years .Today’s Ardabil Tabriz road accurately paned through it.

Ghaynarjeh hot–water:

This spring is placed on 11 km of south Meshgin city on 3 km of west of moil village. Its temperature is high and more than Borjoloo hot-water. And it reaches to 82 centigrade and appearance is colorless and lucid and includes salty taste and Sulphur that is its smell can heard surrounding spring. Water of the springs always boiling and flawing today it is used as a joint and shin curing and merely to take bath.

Bolaghlar springs:

It is a set of variable springs with deep capacity placed on restriction of mild vest area 5 spring of that includes abundant aquifer and they connected to each other in a small routes and they recharged to Baleghlichai (fishes river) through Nir via Nir Chaei (Nir River)-water of one spring provide drinking water of the city.

Bologhlar placed in distance of 300-400m of north limit average height limited on 1610m of sea level and it’s appearance likely to be like mountain nature and it is includes landscape and beauty greenish .

This area considered as almost important tourism- area is reason of immediate to city that’s create funny equipment along growing trout fishes. The best natural environment for growing trout fish can be Aghlaghan river of Ardabil province.

Cultural and Historical Attractions:

Region so far considered as a strategies and military importance. Setting region between mountains of Sabalan in north, Bozghosh Mountain in the south and Saein height in the west and passing Silk Road in the post and Ardabil Tabriz road, placed on next to city center.

Accordingly, remaining works of pre historical period in Dabanloo and Meimand village and also stores , military underground caves in Gholestan, Koreim Abazar, Boini Yoghon, Farhad Kohli villages and etc. from pre historical periods before Islam emerging, In the region indicate that military setting one wanting power of ruler in reason of political statues. Here we point out some monumental one historical works.

Koreim tomb:

Koreim Tomb in the Koreim region placed on Nir Township, The Tomb structural among traditional graveyard about 6 century. Tomb building is in semi destroying and destroyed.

Abas king karvansara:

It is placed on 10 km Nir-Sarab old road. That is oldest roads and caravanserai created on the snow full gorge of country, Saein gorge Caravanserai built on the Safavi period by the order of Abas king.

Meimand historical raised stones:

It is one of the vinegar of Nir city and is placed on 17 km on North. The distance of village From
Nir–Ardabil road is 14 km. and includes Asphalt road. There is a monumental place about village that is called Dick Dashlar (raised stones) and observing over relatively vast mountains. That is includes raised stones and chinless stone with great stones is in the Form of circle and some tines rectangular that is determined wall lines.

Abazar historical grave yard:

Grave yard place next to Abazar village and includes in two part: one section sit teal over a hill that is placed a mud brick between it. Building correctly placed on hill head and includes many grave surrounding, it that is considered with carved grave stones. Mud brick building also named Abazar fire place.

Second part is placed on east–hill that is considered a public graveyard and includes public people grave. Sometimes carved stones and graves can be heard and Forming a set of vest graveyard.

Boynu yoghon castle:

The castle is placed on stable rock mountains at the same name. The mountain includes special greatness and hardness. And its west and south rocks includes special chastity and it is completely impermeable.

Castle is placed beside Kor–Abasloo village and it is in distance of 11 km to Nir city and is placed on south east side.

Farhad cave:

Farhad cave is placed 17 km west of city Nir and beside old road of Nir–Sarab about Saein gorge.

At the immediate distance mountain caravanserai Absi safari period is sited. Considering plan and design of Farhad cave, we can say that be for creating on a caravanserai of Safavi, the cave plays a role of shelter for passengers and their assets.

The castle is imminent to hot – water of region (Ghaynarjeh and Borjloo hot–waters) and Baleghloo River panel under the rocks of castle and in south side it end in fall rocks. And from the west, it is in the same way.

Ghirmizi kopri (Red bridge):

The bridge is created on Aqhlagan River and it is ham eel red bridge in reason of colorful bricks. Carvel stone s that is applied in the main–level of this important architect indicate a kind of Islamic custom and among then sign of In the name of God is the beautiful of the other carvings the bridge connected two part of the city that is in the past passengers of Ardebil–Tabriz passed over it, but today the new bridge is built beside it.

Possibility and Capability of Development:

Existing of 18 mineral water spring in Sarein city of Ardabil Considered it as a tourism pole in the national level. never less with considering available potential, we can create equipments, hot–waiter complex, Factory of mineral water product, create settings like hotels, motels, restaurant, custom tee shop, lodging louse, hobby and funny centers like cinema, toy city, forest park and various methods adds tourism attraction growth.

- Mountain features of region and setting in height slopes of Sabalan not only includes mild weather in summer season but applied fields for kinds of sports like mountain climbing, waling, rock climbing , stone climbing and shiny that can be use principle planning in order to exploiting equipment in tourism Industry town ship.

- Manual industry and region gifts, also includes carpet, coarse carpet, coarse blanket, honey. Milk proudest from other facilities of internal acceptability in tourism Industry of Nir town ship.

- Local music art (Ashiglar) counted as an exploiting potentials in tourism industry. That is attracted many interest of people all over the world.

- Considering agriculture section that is shared in high–level of economic so, total price of food material of this town ship is suitable and even inexpensive than other cities. Since lowering price–level in tourism regions considered the main factors of tourism accepting. With this in mine, it is the strongest affaires of tourism industry and it must be maintained.

Presenting Solutions and Offers:

1- Considering natural environment site and its neighborhood and available ear abilities, Bologhlar can be considered as a suitable bed far family picnic of times of leisure. Details of the space includes, rubbish pail, light bulbs for the right and fire places for cocking their food and fishes are provided , family arbor as a semi-open spaces from wood and creating washing services ( For cleaning fish and preparing food , …)

2- Lighting with a logical plan that is not influenced fishes.

3- Inside route might be natural material used in routes includes distant stones with a grass and fine sand. Also, surrounding way of growing fish tank must be designed with low–width that is no more people collected about it and it prevent coming stress and tension to fishes and it is designed in the same way that is their tourist can visit there in a comfortable and better way.

4- Traditional arts and manual industry, dress and music must be maintained. We must point out that sometimes for displaying dress to tourists, need to local people with mother tongue.
5- Structure of local architect must be maintained. If we need to create tourism facility, advised to use local leave architect.

Conclusion:

Availability of important potentials like historical works in township levels such as tomb, bridge, cave, mineral waters and natural attractions and favored summer weather, available potentials in field of winter and mountain sports, natural landscape beside cultural features like manual industry, local music placed township in the level of tourism attraction. But non-availability of suitable setting facility in town ship and also non-Facility of hob by and funny like parks, toy cities.

Exhibitions reduce setting of entry panniers. To the town ship, then, most of entry panners to Sarein city in way of Ming mineral water and in reason of non in for action in ground of other tourism regions in Ardabil province had to leave that province. With erratum of suitable setting facility and equipment and improving mineral waters with hygienic facility and funny one and also by re-wing and exploiting historical attractions and recognizing that acceptability to eager of them will make solutions for improving industry tourism at township. Therefore, for wing advantages, this need to investing by government in ardor to proving substructures out it, full provide occupying filed of private sectors.

Town ship includes mild weather and has sense of limitation by respect of wind blowing. Because their wind are not sever, also in reason of non–humidity and non–muggy weather it is suitable even in summer days. And in respect of rainfall and temperature that is include, show in cold season, appropriator of skiing.

Generally, considered region includes sloppy and high–height region especially Sabalan that is better rivers in the area, most passengers rest on 1 km of the region and greenish nature.

Tourism of Ardabil city in reason of favor–weather and beautiful nature considered a Funny and recreation place.
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